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The Covering Radius of Spherical Designs
PATRICK SOLl~
How far can an arbitrary point of the unit sphere Qd of Rd be away from a finite set of points
X of Qd ? The largest possible such distance is called the covering radius of X. The set X is said
to be a spherical z-design if the average over X of every polynomial in d variables of total
degree at most I is equal to the average over Qd of the same polynomial. In the particular case
when X is a 2s + I-design or an antipodal 2s-design we obtain upper bounds on the covering
radius of X. We derive an asymptotic upper bound for spherical z-designs with large I and d
fixed. We use simple probabilistic arguments based on the analogy with the covering problems
in Hamming metric for binary codes which are orthogonal arrays of strength I.
1. INTRODUCTION
The connection between the covering radius of binary codes and their strength as
orthogonal arrays has been known for a long time [10]. In particular, upper bounds of
increasing precision are known for codes of strength 1 and 2, and self-complementary
codes of strength 2 [10]. This has recently been partially generalized to q-ary codes
[15,12], and also to binary codes of higher strength [17, 18]. Since spherical designs are
a generalization of combinatorical designs, which are themselves analogous to
orthogonal arrays [5], replacing 'Hamming distance' by 'euclidean distance', 'self-
complementary' by 'antipodal' and 'orthogonal array' by 'spherical r-design' was
tempting. A motivation other than combinatorial analogies is a problem of source
coding [19], and in particular vector quantization [1]. Note that the general problem of
covering the euclidean n-sphere by spherical caps has hardly been touched upon
[19,13,7] (Cf. [4, p. 40, remark (iii)]), despite the vast literature from the geometry of
numbers on coverings of the euclidean space by spheres [14,4].
This paper is concerned with the more restricted problem of finding upper bounds on
the covering radius of spherical designs as a function of their strength, and is organized
as follows. We first give, in Section 2, simple bounds on the covering radius of designs
of strength 1, and antipodal designs of strength 2, to show the method at work. In
Section 3, we generalize this latter bound to the case of arbitrary strength. We remove
the antipodality condition in Section 4, which leads to more technical results. We
derive an asymptotic bound for large strength in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to a
comparison of the upper bounds we obtained with the known lower bounds on the caps
covering problem [19].
Like in the combinatorial analogues of the problem, the arguments of the proofs are
of a probabilistic nature. In particular, for large t, we shall use certain limit laws on the
weight distribution of spherical designs [2].
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF PROBLEMS
Let Qd be the unit radius euclidean sphere of R d , i.e.
Q d = {x E R d IIIxI12 = I}.
when 11.11 and (.1.) will denote the usual euclidean norm and scalar product.
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A finite subset X of Qd is said to be antipodal [4] iff Vx E X , - x E X. The set X.c: Q d
is a l-design [6,2,11] if its mass center is the origin of Rd. In symbols , Vi =
1,2, . . . , d I:xEXXi = O. The subset X c Q d is a 2-design [6,2,11] if it is a I-design , and
if, furthermore , its ellipsoid of inertia is Qd, i.e.
Vi, j = 1, 2, . . . , d, i * j, L x~-xJ=O,
X EX
L X iXj =0.
X EX
More generally , X is a spherical t-design if
(1/IXl)x~xf(x) = (11Cd) LEndf(x) dx,
for all polynomials f of total degree at most t, C; denoting twice the total mass of Qd '
It can be shown [6] that this is equivalent to the condition
Lh(x)=O,
XEX
for all homogeneous harmonic polynomials h of total degree at most t, and at least 1.
These are the conditions given above for t = 1, 2. For any finite subset Xc Q d,
X *0, we define the covering radius r(X) (resp . covering angle) of X as:
r(X) = sup min IIY -xII
YEtl" XE X
( 8 (X ) = cos- 1( inf max (x Iy»)).
yEn" X EX
Of course , sup and inf exist and are attained for reasons of compactness.
The problem we shall address in this paper is as follows: For given d and t find
general upper bounds on r(X) (or 8(X» when X is a r-design (possibly antipodal).
This problem is a generalization of the classical coding situation according to the
following pattern:










We refer to [3] for a general-purpose survey on the classical covering problem for
codes , and to [10, 2] for specific results on the covering radius of orthogonal arrays.
3. BOUNDS FOR 1- AND 2-DESIGNS
Our original insight comes from binary codes which are orthogonal arrays of strength
1 and 2. Our general approach to derive upper bounds is to consider the random
variable L\y = IIx - Y 11 2 for (fixed) Y E Qd and x ranging over a t-design X (the sample
space of L\y) , keeping in mind that d(y, X)2 is the minimum of the possible values of
L\y- We start with an easy result.
The covering radius of spherical designs
THEOREM 1. If X is antipodal, then r(X)::s;: Vi or, equivalently , e(x)::s;: ;r/2.
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PROOF. Using the parallelogram identity
II-x +Yl1 2+ IIx +Yll2= 211xll 2+ 211YII2
valid for all x, Y in Rd , we see that L1y has a symmetric distribution W.r. t. its average,
and that this avera&.e is E(L1y) = 2. Hence there is an x in X such that IIx - Y II ::s;: Vi.
Hence d(y , X)::s;: v: for all y in a, and r(X)::s;: Vi. 0
EXAMPLE. In Q 2 the bound is met with equality for X = {(O, 1), (0, -I)}.
There is an analogous obvious bound on the covering radius of self-complementary
binary codes (p ::s;: n/2).
Every antipodal set is a l-design, but the converse proposition is false. So we need
the following:
THEOREM 2. If X is a I-design, then r(X)::s;: Vi or, equivalently , e(X)::s;: ;r/2.
PROOF. Let X be a l-design. Since x t-? (x Iy) is a sum of monomials of degree 1 in
the co-ordinates of x , we have EX E X (x Iy) = O.
Hence we can compute
1
E(L1y ) = IXI 2: [IIYIl2- 2(x Iy) + IIxIl2] ,
X E X
2
E(L1y) = IXI 2: (1- (x Iy» = 2.
X E X
The argument is completed as in Theorem 1.
This is analogous to the following: if the code C is an orthogonal array of strength 1,
its covering radius p(C) is ::s;: n/2 [11]. This has been generalized recently to q-ary
codes [12].
In the case of 2-designs we can use symmetry arguments to obtain upper bounds.
First we need to compute the standard deviations of L1y-
LEMMA 1. If X is a 2-design then ~(L1y) = 4/d.
PROOF.
2 4" I 2E(L1y) = IXI L.J (1 - (x y».
XEX
Since X is also a l-design, EX E X (x Iy) = 0, and
4
E(L12) =-,,2: [1 + (x Iy)2] =4+ 42: (x Iy) 2.X X EX X E X
Since X is a 2-design we have that , for i * j,
"2 2-0L.J X i -Xj - ,
XEX
and 2: XiXj = 0 (cf. [11]).
X EX
In particular, the equality IIxll2= 1 implies
Vi E {I , 2, ... , d} , 2: x; = 2: xi= lXI/d.
xeX xe X
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Hence E(.1;) = 4[1 + (lId)]. But , as is well known, ~(.1y) = E(.1;) - E(.1 yf : hence
~(.1) = 41d. 0
THEOREM 3. If X is an antipodal 2-design, then
reX) ~ Y2 - 2/Yd,
or, equivalently,
PROOF. The distribution of .1y is symmetrical with respect to E(.1y) =2. Consider
the centered random variable D; = .1y - 2. We know from Lemma 1 that
E(D;) = a 2(.1y) = 41d.
Hence there is an x E X such that
IlIx - y 11 2 - 21 ~ 2/Vd.
Since D; has a symmetrical distribution we can assume
IIlx - Yll2 - 21 = 2 -llx - Y11 2 ; thence Ilx - Y112~ 2 - 2/Vd. 0
This theorem is completely analogous to the second Norse bound: if C is
self-complementary and has strength 2, then [10]
p(C)~n -vn2 .
EXAMPLE. Consider the unique 5-design in Q 7 with 56 vectors and minimum angle
arc cosO) ([4, p. 363]). Then , by Theorem 3,
e(X) ~ cos- 1(1/V7) ,
when a maximality argument (ct. 'maximal codes' in [3]) yields only e(X) ~
cos- i (1/3). Indeed, since this spherical code is optimal for the minimum distance , no
vector of the unit n-sphere can be further away of the code than the minimum
distance . Otherwise, adding this new vector to the code would yield a larger code with
a smaller minimum distance.
EXAMPLE. Consider the regular polytope {3, 3, 5} in Q 4 ([6, p. 384]). We obtain
cos(O)~ t improving again on the maximality argument cos(O)~ (0 -1)/4 = 0·309.
4. BOUNDS FOR ANTIPODAL DESIGNS
Let b(x) be the probability distribution on the real line such that
{
C; i (1 _ X2) (d - 3)/2 for x E ]-1,1[,
b(x) = 0, for [x ]~ 1,
where Cd is the mass of Qd ' a normalizing constant: f:~::b(x) dx = 1. Let Mi(f3 ) denote
the ith moment of a random variable with density 13:
for even i.
for odd i ,
The covering radius of spherical designs
It is known [2, 6] that
Mi(b) ={O (i _ I)!!
d(d + 2) ... (d + i - 2)
It is also known [9, Lemma 3.5] that for a spherical t-design
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'fly E a, L (x Iy)i = Mi(b),
x e X
for i = 1, ... , t.
From there we see (ct . calculation of Lemma 1) that for a spherical t-design
for i = 1, . .. , t. (1)
In other words, the first t + 1 moments of Li = ,1y/2 and the first t + 1 moments Mi(b)
coincide. This enables us to prove natural generalizations of Theorem 2 in this section
and Theorem 3 in the following section.
THEOREM 4. If X is an antipodal spherical Zs-design, then
r2(X) ~ 2 - 2(M 2s(b » 112s,
or, equivalently,
The proof is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Theorem 2, and is
omitted.
EXAMPLE. Take d = 7, and for X the 56 vectors of shortest length of the Gosset
lattice. This design is known to be of strength 5 (ct . [6, p . 383]). The preceding bound
with s = 2 yields cos( 8);;' 0.597. Note the improvement over Section 4, where we used
only the fact that X was an antipodal 2-design, yielding cos( 8);;' 0.378.
EXAMPLE. Take d = 24 and for X the 196560 shortest length vectors of the Leech
lattice. It is known from [6] that X is a ll-design. The preceding bound with s =5
yields cos( 8);;' 0.376. An approximation of the true value, obtained by electronic
calculations [1], is r - 0.73 , which corresponds to cos( 8) - 0.74. There is room for
improvement!
5. BOUNDS FOR UNRESTRICTED DESIGNS
In this section we remove the antipodality hypothesis .





cos( 8);;' Vd .
PROOF. For convenience, let J.l. = 1, a = l/Vd, ,1 = Liy/2. Let us denote by ). an
auxiliary real variable and let us compute 'it'()'), defined as £(,1- J.l. + ).a)3.
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Note first that by hypothesis we have
E(L1-Jl)3=O, E(L1-Jl)2=az, E(L1-Jl)=O.
Expanding ~(A) by the binomial theorem yields:
~(A) = (A3+ 3A)c?
The definition of '(g(A) implies
r2/2 - Jl + Aa"'; ~(A)~,
hence r2/2",; Jl - f(A)a, with f(A) = A- (3A + A3)~ .
It is clear that f(A) ~ 0 if A"'; O. An elementary study reveals that f(A) has a unique
maximum on the negative real line for A] = -0.393 when f(A]) = 0.68. (Ai = -1 +
2/....;3).
For higher values of the strength, we need to introduce the following inequality
between moments of a random variable.
LEMMA 2. For a real non-negative random variable Y with moments of all orders,
we have, for all integers m [8, p. 153]:
E(ym)l/m ",; E(ym+l) l/(m+l ).
Note that this result implies that Theorem 4 provides bounds of increasing precision
as the strength of the design increases .
THEOREM 6. Let X be a spherical design of strength 5. Then
2 4 1 2.16
reX) ",; 2 - l.64(M (b» . = 2 - (d(d + 2»1'
or , equivalently,
1.8
cos(8) ~ (d(d + 2»1'
PROOF. Using the proof technique of the previous theorem, let v = M4(b) ~ and
consider ~2(A) = E(L1- Jl + AV)s.
By hypothesis we have E(L1- Jl)S = E(L1- Jl)3 = E(L1- Jl) = 0 and E(L1- Jl)2= a2,
E(L1- Jl)4= v". Hence
and
with
h(A) = -(SA + 10~ A3+ AS)! + A.
By the moment inequality, a 2/ y2 ",; 1; hence
r 2/2",; Jl- h(A)v,
where h(A) = A- (SA + 10A3+ AS)!. By computer we obtain h(-0.25) = 0.82, an
approximate maximum .
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EXAMPLE. Consider the 5-design in Q 22with 891 vectors described in [6, p. 383]. It is
not antipodal, since it has an odd number of vectors. We obtain cos( 8);;' 0.376 instead
of cos( 8) ;;. 0.25 with the maximality argument.
The reader is now prepared for the proof of a more general result.
THEOREM 7. Let X be a spherical design of strength 2m + 1. Then
r(X)2:so; 2 - 2(2(2m)/(2m+l) - l)M2m(b)ll2m,
or, equivalently,
SKETCH OF PROOF. Using the same technique as for Theorems 6 and 7, and the
moment inequality, we have
r(Xf:so; 2 - 2k(A)M2m(b)1 /2m,
where
k(A) =A- (f (2~ + 1)A2;+1)1/(2m+l).
;=0 21 + 1
Using the binomial theorem we see that
m (2m + 1) .L . x 2i +l = 1«1 +X)2m+l_ (l_x)2m+l).
;=0 21 + 1
This implies that k( -1) = 22m12m+ 1- 1. This may not be the optimal choice for A, but it
has the merit of yielding a relatively simple formula. 0
6. BOUNDS FOR LARGE t
Let us denote by D(z) the normalized cumulative distribution function of the
random variable .1; namely
D(z) = Prob(L1':so; £(.1) + z) = f oo d(x) dx .
We define
B(z) = foo b(x) dx,
where b(x) is the distribution defined in Section 4. The next theorem shows that b(x) is
a limiting distribution for d(x).
THEOREM 8. Let X be a spherical t-design in Q d with cumulative weight distribution
function D(z) for some y, and let B(z) be the cumulative weight distribution function of
Qd. There exists an absolute constant C, such that
ID(z) = B(z)I:so; C/Yt.
PROOF. From equation (1) at the beginning of Section 4, we see that Corollary 6, p.
23, of [2] applies with f(x) (resp. g(x» replaced by d(x) (resp. b(x». The rest of the
proof follows verbatim the proof of Theorem 1 on p. 24 of [2]. Indeed, the constant C
can be taken to be equal to the constant C of Theorem 1 on p. 20 of [2], since the
limiting distributions are the same.
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THEOREM 9. For spherical t-designs X of Qd with t ~ C2, we have the upper bound
on covering radius
PROOF. Let an E: be given. Take a z < 0 such that B (z) = C/Vi+ E:. By the





Letting E:~O and z~ B-1(c/Vi) we are done.
Here we also have an exact analogue for orthogonal arrays of strength t [16].
o
THEOREM 10. Let the dimension d > 3 be fixed, and X be a spherical t-design. Then,
for large t, we have
{
CCi d - 3)}1/(d-l)r(X)~ Vi '
where Cd is the surface of the unit d-sphere.
PROOF. From the definition of b (x), we have for x going to -1,
Cdb(x) - (2 + 2x)(d-3)/2.
Integrating, we obtain, for z tending to -1,
(2 + 2Z)(d-l)12
CdB(z)- d-3 '
which can be inverted as
2 + 2z = [Cd - 3)CdB(z)f(d-l)(1 + 0(1». o
Here the situation is technically different from the coding-theoretic case ([16])
because the limiting distribution has a compact support, and the tail is slightly easier to
estimate.
7. LOWER BOUNDS
From the results of Wyner [19], we know that the minimum number M of spherical
caps of half-angle 0 that cover Q d is asymptotically
M = exp( -d In(sin(0» + oed»~.
Denoting by R the ratio R = In(M)/d, we obtain, for small R,
JT: ~Mn 30="2 - v2R + O(Ro).
This result indicates that the bounds of the type of Theorems 4 or 7 are particularly
interesting for spherical t-designs X, with IXI very small as compared to e", This
explains the inadequation of our bounds to designs with too many vectors, such as the
ll-design coming from the Leech lattice in Section 4.
The covering radius of spherical designs
8. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
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We have generalized certain probabilistic bounds on orthogonal arrays on strength t
to spherical t-designs. It should be possible to go even further and generalize this to
the setting of Delsarte spaces [11].
Refining the bounds on spherical designs should prove to be of some interest, since
spherical designs of strength 10 and above are not uncommon. Computing C explicitly
would be a first step in that direction.
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